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Critical 

Criteria
Level C Level B Level A

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

Level B - -

Level A - -

Audit Result Certification Surveillance

Results

86.67% 95.45%

Sampled member farms (public)

Score

Critical Criteria 100.00% 100.00%

1. Audit summary

1.1. Summary of scores (public)

Group administrator

Level C

Name of the farm

MERCY BOATEMAA

DANIEL AMPOFO

GEORGE ASANTE

KWAME AMANKWAH

RICHARD SARPONG

HANNAH ALAARE

JOHN KWAME

JUSTICE ANSAH OBUBAH

AKOMAH KWADWO EDWARD

AKUFFO WILLIAMS

YAW KUPAH

JOHN DAMPARE

NTRIAKWA MATHEW

JOSEPH ADJEI

ASUBONTENG AUGUSTINE

AFIA AGYEIWAAH

COMFORT YAA KWAFOWAAH

ISSAKA FRIMPONG
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100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 89.74% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 87.18% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

GEORGE OWUSU

ADUM AUGUSTINE

YAKUBU SULEMANA

SULEMANA ABUU

ABENA AKROPONG

SUMANI ADAMS

MARGARET OPPONG

SAMUEL AGBENYO

YIDANA AMADU

GEORGINA ASANTE

BRANDFORD DANSO

KWAME ADU

KWABENA YIRENKYI

EMMANUEL GYAMFI

ANTHONY YEBOAH

ADU ALEXANDER

AUGUSTINE YEBOAH

ANDREWS ADDAE

ENOCH AWUAH

CHARLES ADUSEI

KWAKU ABINYO

REBECCA ASASEASA

MAHAMA PAUL

KOFI ANSU

KWAKU AFUM

IBRAHIM SAMBIA

LINDA NATOUBE MENSAH

KWABENA EFFAH

WILLIAM ADU
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100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - - *

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 94.87% - - *

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 94.87% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 97.44% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

100.00% 100.00% - -

X

X

X SAN Lists for Pesticide Management, July 2017.

2. Audit (public)

2.1. Standards and Policies Used

The audit was conducted based on the following normative documents of the Sustainable Agriculture Network:

Certification Rules, July 2017.

Sustainable Agriculture Standard, July 2017 (version 1.2).

1.2. Conclusion of the audit team (public)

The audit team concluded that the group AgroEcom Ghana limited Sankore B Complies with Year 2 requirements - Level C with 

the current version of the normative documents of the Sustainable Agriculture Network. The certification decision is 

responsibility of the contracted certification body.

(*) Smallholder

AKUA MANSA

YAW ASARE BENJAMIN

LYDIA ASARE

KWAME APPIAH

NKRUMAH P. ALEXANDER

THOMAS FRIMPONG

MARY KONADU

AMA ASOR

JONATHAN MENSAH

YAW KUSSI

KWABENA YEBOAH

SAMPSON BENE

AFRIFA YAMOAH ASIAMAH

ELLEN FRIMPOMAAH

RICHARD ASIAMAH

EUNICE OSEI GYAMFI

GRACE KWAKYE
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2.2. Scope (public)

                                                                            -   

sub total                                                                             -   

Certified Crops

Other Conservation Areas                                                                             -   

This audit covered the evaluation of the social and environmental performance of the group administrator’s Internal 

Management System and the social and environmental performance of the farms of the group with respect to the applicable 

criteria of the SAN’s standards and policy documents. The areas and crops covered by the scope of the certification are shown 

below (please verify and confirm if the information in the application form under farm area is the same, if different indicate them):

Scope of property and land use (ha)

Environmental

Conservation Area                                                                             -   

Cocoa 16822.76

Infrastructure                                                                             -   

Other use*                                                                             -   

Other use*                                                                             -   

(*) Change the type of land use if necessary

Other structures*                                                                             -   

sub total                                                                  8,136.84 

Total Scope                                                                 24,959.60 

sub total                                                                 16,822.76 

Other Areas

Land use for cultivation of other crops                                                                  8,136.84 

Other use*
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#

AS10123

AS10116

AS10110

AS1019

AS10117

AS10127

150007

150003

150001

150016

150002

150020

NT030

NT041

NT025

NT015

NT048

NT036

Name of the farm Farm area (ha) Production area (ha)

2.5.2. List of farms in the sample (public)

2.4. Public Summary

The general description of the group, audit (scope and audit team) as well as the non-compliances identified during this audit will 

be available to the public on the electronic portal of the contracted certification body.

The square root for the total number of farmers was used as the basis for the sample selection. The farm sizes, non 

complainces identified during the internal inspection, number of workers employed by farmer and gender of the farmers formed 

the basis for picking of the final sample to be audited. Also, consideration was given to newly added societies and existing 

societies with which significant addition of new farmers. There was 30% of the sampled farmers visited during the certification 

audit also formed part of the sampling criteria. Also, societies closer to protected areas were considered to confirm whether they 

have encraoched by the farmers

2.3. Confidentiality Agreement (public)

The audit team that prepared this document is committed to confidentiality with the group audited, the management and use of 

information of the properties acquired during the course of the audit. The certification body contracted keeps copies of the 

confidentiality declarations signed by the auditor team and staff.

2.5. Sample (public)

2.5.1. Criteria for sampling selection

MERCY BOATEMAA 2.40 2.00

DANIEL AMPOFO 4.80 4.00

GEORGE ASANTE 4.00 4.00

KWAME AMANKWAH 18.00 10.00

RICHARD SARPONG 10.00 10.00

HANNAH ALAARE 6.40 5.00

JOHN KWAME 8.80 8.80

JUSTICE ANSAH OBUBAH 8.80 8.80

AKOMAH KWADWO EDWARD 2.00 2.00

AKUFFO WILLIAMS 3.60 3.60

YAW KUPAH 4.00 4.00

JOHN DAMPARE 7.60 7.60

NTRIAKWA MATHEW 12.00 3.20

JOSEPH ADJEI 4.80 1.20

ASUBONTENG AUGUSTINE 12.00 3.00

AFIA AGYEIWAAH 12.00 1.20

COMFORT YAA KWAFOWAAH 12.00 4.80

ISSAKA FRIMPONG 8.80 1.60
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AK003

AK028

AK027

AK025

MOT1250

9
MOT1251

0
MOT1251

8
MOT1250

8
MOT1251

2
MOT1252

2

150067

151652

151679

150087

150083

150066

KA014

KA002

KA012

KA010

KA001

KA017

AK035

AK036

KK018

KK003

KK002

KK016

KK023

KK007

AK020

AK030

AK029

AK015

151089

151058

GEORGE OWUSU 12.80 4.00

ADUM AUGUSTINE 12.40 4.80

YAKUBU SULEMANA 8.80 4.80

SULEMANA ABUU 8.40 4.80

ABENA AKROPONG 0.90 0.90

SUMANI ADAMS 4.00 4.00

MARGARET OPPONG 4.00 4.00

SAMUEL AGBENYO 4.00 4.00

YIDANA AMADU 3.60 3.60

GEORGINA ASANTE 2.80 2.00

BRANDFORD DANSO 2.40 2.40

KWAME ADU 5.60 5.60

KWABENA YIRENKYI 3.60 3.60

EMMANUEL GYAMFI 2.00 2.00

ANTHONY YEBOAH 4.80 4.80

ADU ALEXANDER 10.00 10.00

AUGUSTINE YEBOAH 1.00 1.00

ANDREWS ADDAE 2.50 2.20

ENOCH AWUAH 2.00 1.30

CHARLES ADUSEI 3.00 2.70

KWAKU ABINYO 4.00 3.42

REBECCA ASASEASA 2.00 1.26

MAHAMA PAUL 9.80 8.50

KOFI ANSU 6.00 3.00

KWAKU AFUM 3.00 3.00

IBRAHIM SAMBIA 3.00 1.80

LINDA NATOUBE MENSAH 2.00 0.60

KWABENA EFFAH 2.50 2.50

WILLIAM ADU 3.00 2.80

AKUA MANSA 4.20 3.50

YAW ASARE BENJAMIN 12.00 5.60

LYDIA ASARE 8.40 4.80

KWAME APPIAH 8.80 6.80

NKRUMAH P. ALEXANDER 12.40 4.00

THOMAS FRIMPONG 4.00 4.00

MARY KONADU 2.60 1.55
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151055

151047

151699

151086

ASI11812

ASI11806

ASI11805

ASI11815

ASI11808

ASI11803

JONATHAN MENSAH 5.20 5.20

YAW KUSSI 1.60 1.60

KWABENA YEBOAH 2.00 2.00

SAMPSON BENE 3.20 3.20

AFRIFA YAMOAH ASIAMAH 16.00 16.00

ELLEN FRIMPOMAAH 4.00 4.00

RICHARD ASIAMAH 2.80 2.00

EUNICE OSEI GYAMFI 2.40 2.40

GRACE KWAKYE 3.60 3.60

AMA ASOR 2.00 2.00
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Criterion
Previous 

Audit

Current 

Audit

1.1 COMPLIES COMPLIES

1.2 COMPLIES COMPLIES

1.3 COMPLIES COMPLIES

1.5 COMPLIES

1.6 COMPLIES COMPLIES

Findings (public)

3.1. Group Administrator

3. Description of Criteria

There is a farm map which the crop planted, boundary of the farm, house, shade trees 

and waterbodies on the farm.There is a farmer registration document available which 

indicates the crop name. THE VARIETY OF COCOA, PLANT DENSITY, AGE OF THE 

CROP ARE AVAILABLE. There is a gruop member registry which indicates the total farm 

area, total production area. NC:Producer(TA 13117) has a farm size of 3 acre indicated 

in the farmer registration detail but 2.5 acre indicated in the internal inspection report and 

gruop member registry. There were inconsistencies in the farm sizes with regards to the 

information in the farmer registration document, farm internal inspection report and the 

gruop member registry. Eg Producer(AS002) had a farm size of 12.5Ha but  10.4Ha in 

the gruop member registry and the internal inspection report. CORRECTION AND 

CORRECTIVE MEASURES:Farm maps have been developed for all teh farms without 

which were lacking. Also, the field officer will do a monthly evaluation to ensure all farm 

maps are available for each farm. The difference in farm size information in the 

registration details, internal inspection checklist and the gruop member registry had been 

updated to correct all the inconsistencies. There will be a monthly evaluation of the 3 

documents(farmer registration details, internal inspection checklist and gruop member 

registry) by the field officers to identify and prevent the reoccurrence of these 

inconsistencies. These evidences were submitted on 31/10/2019 to close out the Non 

complaince identified.

There is a documented yield estimate methodology which considers the previous year 

harvest, density tree count, age, input use, pest and diseases, plant variety, soil quality 

and geographic location. Also, a total volume of 5,307,375kg of cocoa beans was 

purchased as RA Certified and 3,000,000kg was sold to MARS as RA Certified. 

At the society level, purchase of certified cocoa beans from the registered farmers are 

recorded at the shed. There is a primary evacuation waybill issued for every certified 

cocoa beans sent to the central depot. At the central depot secondary evacuation waybill 

is issued for every certified cocoa beans sent to the port. The certified status is indicated 

on the secondary evacaution waybills.  

There is a subcontracted Haulier(Elebertha) used for the transport of certified cocoa 

beans to the port on 21/12/2019. Also, the following transporters(Augustine Senyah 

Enterprise,Man Truck Ent.,TGA Man, Only God Enterprise,IBAG Logistics, Alhaji Harisu 

Transport Ltd) were used to transport certified cocoa to the port. There was a system for 

the selection, monitoring and management of the subcontractors used. Self assessment 

was carried out for all the subcontractors by the IMS before been used in the evacuation 

of cocoa beans to the port

There is a self assessment carried out in 3rd August 2019 to assess the complaince of 

the group to the standard requirements. List of applicable include bush burning, 

deforestation, wild life consevation,labour law(Child labour, forced labour, law on 

minimum wage), law on gender equality and equal rights, Law on land ownership rights, 

law on hunting, law on sexual harrassment availble. There is a written affrimation 

indicated in the IMS manual to comply to all the applicable laws. Budget  for the 

implementation of the IMS available. There is an environmental and social management 

system which states all the applicable laws(discrimination, child labour,equal work for 

equal pay,no destruction of high value ecosystem,no extraction of endangered plant 

species and no hunting of wildlife. There is a written affirmations to comply with the 

applicable laws in the Environmental and Social Management system in the farmer 

contract. There is internal inspection system in place to monitor the complaince of the 

farms to the applicable laws. There is an assessment done to check the compliance to 

the RA standard in June 2019
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1.13 COMPLIES COMPLIES

1.14 COMPLIES COMPLIES

1.20 COMPLIES

2.1 COMPLIES COMPLIES

2.4 COMPLIES COMPLIES

3.4 COMPLIES

3.38 COMPLIES
DOES NOT 

COMPLY

4.1 COMPLIES COMPLIES

There were farmers with incomplete names. Eg Producers (AS020 and AA032) had 

names Maame Sala and Agya Amos indicated in the group member registry respectively. 

At Asiamahkrom, deceased producer (ASI11802) with total production of 18Ha had her 

farm divided among the children but the largest receiver of the farm has not supply cocoa 

beans to the purchasing clerk in the past 3 years. Interview with the purchasing clerk 

confirmed the largest receiver of the farm had not participated in the activity of the group 

in the past 3 years. 10 of the sampled farms verified with the GPS device had a lesser 

farm size as compared to the farm size indicated in the group member registry. Eg, 

verification of the farm size of producer(0151058) at Naketey had a total production area 

of 20Ha indicated in the group member registry but confirmation with GPS device 

showed a total production area of 1.55Ha. The gender classification used on the group 

member registry was not accurate for some farmers. Eg Augustine Kyere of Adamsu was 

classified as female farmer. Also, Yaa Amoaniwah of Afuafiekrom was classified as a 

male farmer. The names for the following farmers Akosua Bemah and Isaac Tetteh at 

Afuafiekrom had appeared twice in the group member registry but confirmation during the 

society visit showed that the duplicated names were for only one farmer each. Also, there 

were famers with sharecroppers but has been indicated zero (0) in the group member 

registry. Eg producer (0150007) at Achiase society had 3 sharecroppers but zero 

indicated in the group member registry.  CORRECTION AND CORRECTIVE 

EVIDENCES: The farmers with incomplete names and gender misclassification have all 

been corrected in the gruop member registry. Also, the information for the farmers with 

permanent and temporal workers have also been corrected in the gruop member registry. 

For the deceased farmers have their names replaced by the successors. The farmers 

whose names appeared twice have also been removed from the gruop member registry. 

As corrective measure: Training has been carried out for the field trainers on data 

managment. For the inaccurate farm sizes, the farms identified had been remapped to 

obtain the accurate farm sizes. This has been updated in the gruop member registry. As 

a corrective measure, a farm mapping plan has been submitted to ensure total mapping 

of all the registered farms. Also, training has been carried out for the field trainers who 

are responsible for the mapping activities. These evidences were submitted on 

31/10/2019.

At Ntemfrem society, interview with the farmers showed 50% of them were not internally 

inspected during the internal inspection exercise carried out in the month of June and 

July 2019 by the group administrator. CORRECTION AND CORRECTIVE MEASURES: 

Internal inspection has been carried out for all the farmers whose farms were not 

inspected at Ntemfrem between 11-14/10/2019. As a corrective measure; field officers 

will do spot check during the internal insoection period to confirm whether the farms have 

been truly been inspected. A communication from the Regional Manager has been sent 

to the field officers on this new work instruction. The evidences were submitted on 

31/10/2019 to close out the Non compliance.

Training on records keeping for the farmers at Sikaniemensah(Asumura) carried out on 

5/09/2019. Also, training carried out for the farmers at Kojo Addai(Kasapin B) ON 

5/04/2019.

No HCV have been destroyed in the project area since October 2012. Bomsome Bepo 

Forest Reserve found in the project area was not destroyed.

Hunting and extraction of endangered animals banned in the project area

Only approved pesticides by the Ghana Cocoa Board are used in the project area. 

Pesticides with active ingredients such as Bifenthrin, Glyphosate and Thiamethoxam 

used. For use of Thiamethoxam, the following practices such as rotation with lower 

toxicity insecticides are used. Also, there is a maintenance of a non application zones of 

10 meters established near natural ecosystem. There is no bee hives found in the project 

area.

The approximate volume of Agrochemical containers generated in the project area not 

indicated in the waste management plan

Forced and compulsory labour banned in the project catchment area. Workers joined the 

organisation at their free will and there was no bonded agreement for the workers. There 

was no use of prisoners or soldiers in the project area.There was no withholding of the 

workers wages at the end of the month
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4.2 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.3 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.4 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.5 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.6 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.8 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.9 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.10 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.12 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.14 COMPLIES COMPLIES

4.16 COMPLIES

4.17 COMPLIES

Criterion
Previous 

Audit

Current 

Audit
Description

3.2. Recurring non-conformities in audited sample of member farms

Recurrent Non-Conformities in specific criteria mean that from the total audited sample of farm members, more than 20% of the 

sample did not comply with the criterion. For more information and details about criteria evaluated to each farm member, please 

request the respective information to the Certification Body. 

Number of farms

Sexual abuse, Harassment, Physical and Psychological mistreatment banned in the 

project area.  This was confirmed through the complaints received from the workers 

employed. Also, review of the relationship between the field supervisor and Project 

Manager during the audit session

Discrimination is banned in the project catchment area. There was open annoucement of 

vacant positions in the project during hiring. There is was no unequal payment for same 

task done by the workers

There is a collective agreement bewteen Agroecom Ghana and Union of Industry, 

Commerce and Finance workers(UNICOF) Of Trades Union Congress(Ghana). This 

agreement makes Agroecom Staffs members of UNICOF

Copy of the payslips available for the Field officers.All the workers employed were paid 

beyond the national minimum wage of Ghana. The least paid was 400 cedis 

Worst form of child labour banned in the project area. This was confirmed through 

interview with the employed workers if they bring their childrens to work with them and 

also the other of children they seen working in the project area.

Valid contracts are available for all the employed workers at the group administrator 

level. Temporary workers employed are only used for seasonal works at the central 

depots

There is a documented complaint procedure developed by the IMS Manager. This 

complaint procedure states that the public has the right to view this procedure. Farmers 

have been trained on the complaint procedure. There is no retribution for workers who 

submit complaints.

All employed staffs works from 8am to 5pm for 5 days in a week. Also, the security 

personnels works for 6 days in a week. 

There is government built borehole water available within the participating societies. Also, 

training on water treatment carried out by the group administrator. This government built 

borehole water are managed by the COMMUNITY WATER AND SANITATION AGENCY 

OF GHANA which carry out yearly water analysis to confirm the potability of the water. 

Training was carried out between April and July 2019 for the 4011 farmers.

The occupational and health safey programme available  which classify and rate the 

emergencies identified on risk basis . Also, the potential of occurrence of the identified 

emergencies were available

CODAPEC personnel used in the handling and application of pesticides in the project 

area. Training on agrochemical and safe handling of pesticides have been carried out for 

all the purchasing clerks who have access to the keys of the central chemical stores

Bathing facilities available at the  central depot and the group administrator office. The 

handlers bath and change their clothes after finishing the daily application schedule and 

before leaving the workplace at the end of the workday. All PPE for workers is washed 

and stored in secured facility at the society level
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1.1 

1.2 

1.3 

1.4 NA

1.5 NA

1.6 

2.1 NA

2.2 

2.3 

2.4 

2.6 23

3.1 NA

3.2 

3.3 NA

3.4 

3.5 NA

3.6 

3.7 

4.1 

4.2 

4.3 

4.4 NA

4.5 

4.6 

4.7 

4.8 

4.9 

 There is a farm map for  registered farm which indicates; the location of each plot, roads, 

buildings, waterbodies and abutting land uses in the area. Also, the boundary of the 

certificate geographic extent is available. The type of crop age of crop, variety and crop 

density  available. There is also a tabulation which indicate the total farm area, total 

production area and total area of natural ecosystem.NC:10 of the farms were not farm 

maps. 10 of the sampled farms had a farm sizes indicated in the farm registration form 

was differnt from the farm sizes obtained during verification with GPS by the auditors. 

CORRECTION: All the farm maps have been developed for the farms lacking. The farm 

sizes have been remapped to identify the accurate farm size.

Yield estimate available for the farms. Review of the total certified cocoa delievered by 

the farmers and comparison with the last year yield estimate, last year harvest and last 

year cocoa delievered showed no exceedance in the volume delievered.

Sales recorded in farmer passbook at the farmer level. At the purchasing clerk level,  

farmer personnel account book is also maintained. There is a primary evacuation waybill 

issued for every certified cocoa sent to the central warehouse.

No Land conversion of 200Ha done

No service provider used by the farmers visited

Farmers attend training, allow internal inspection, external audit and comply with all the 

laws. List of all the applicable laws are communicated to the farmers through training. At 

the society level, there are field officers to assist farmers with the implementation of the  No HCV have been destroyed in the project area since September 2013. Bosome Bepo 

Forest Reserve found in the project area was not destroyed.

No natural ecosystem destroyed between September 2013 and 5 years prior. i.e 2007

No production in protected areas done.Bosome Bepo Forest Reserve found in the project 

area had not been degraded by production activities

Hunting and extraction of endangered animals not carried out by the farmers

There were 23 farmers with insufficient shade trees per hectare found on the farms 

visited

No processing done on farms

Untreated sewage not discharged into aquatic ecosystems. Untreated sewage is 

collected in dug pit in areas with low water table.

There is a documented IPM plan developed. Farmers are trained on the IPM plan. IPM 

activities such as hand weeding, chupon removal, removal of diseased pods, application 

of pesticides are documented in the farmer passbook. 16 of the sampled farmers had Only approved pesticides used such as Bifenthrin, Glyphosate and Imidacloprid.For use 

of Imidacloprid, the following practices such as rotation with lower toxicity insecticides are 

used. Also, there is a maintenance of a non application zones of 10 meters established No aircraft used in the application of pesticides by the farmers. Knapsack and Mist 

blowers are used in the application of pesticides on the farms

No GMO used in cocoa cultivation

Human sewage banned on usage in cocoa farming. Farmers used only inorganic 

fertilizers and decomposed cocoa husk for production activities on the farms. 

Forced labour banned on the farms by the farmers

Labourers and workers are treated respectfully and not subjected to harrassment or 

abuse

No discrimination in hiring of labourers and employment of sharecroppers

Hired labourers employed by the 60 farmers have the right to form a worker organisation. 

There is no retaliation or discrimination for the affiliation for workers. There was no 

worker organisation on the farms who used labourers.60 of the farmers who used Hired labourers paid 30 cedis on daily basis which is above 

the minimum daily wage of Ghana. Also, farmers divide proceeds from farm in the ratio of 

2:1 between farmer and sharecropper.Worst form of child labour is banned on the farms. This was through asking the workers 

of their age and also, if farm owners and the workers bring children under 15 years to 

work on the farmNo young worker employed by the farmers

Hired labourers used only for seasonal work, workers/sharecroppers pay and benefits 

due them are not eliminated or reduced

Workers employed by the 60 farmers were aware of the complaint system available for 

them to utilize when the need arise.
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4.10 

4.11 

4.12 

4.13 

4.14 

4.15 

4.16 NA

4.17 NA

4.18 

4.19 

4.20 NA

Country Ghana

Audit Physical Address Near the hospital, on the Sankore-Abuom road

Contact Name Emmanuel Baffoe Bonnie

Legal Contact Name Emmanuel Baffoe Bonnie

Role Regional Manager Phone 540103088

Other Audit Details

Legal Name Agroecom Ghana Limited, Sankore B

Group Name Agroecom Ghana Limited, Sankore B

City Sankore State Ahafo

Workers/ Sharecroppers do not exceed 48 working hours per week, hired labourers do 

not work exceeding 8 hours a day. Hired labourers works from 7:00am -1:00pm based on 

the scale of the work. There is a 1 rest day on non farming days which are observed in No overtime work done by the workers employed by the farmers

 Farmers used borehole water built by the government and those who used stream boiled 

them before drinking

3 of the farmers providing housing for the hired labours used houses which were built 

with sand and roofed with zinc sheets. Wooden door which is locked with keys. There 

are windows available.  There were absence of rats, mice and insects. There was dry There is an implementation of the mitigation measures identified for the hazards 

identified at the farm such as snakke bites, cutlass injuries and inhalation of pesticides. 

Training of the farmers and workers on first aid together with first aid kits at the societies  All the sampled  farmers visited used the services of CODAPEC spraying personnel

All the sampled farmers had been trained on agrochemical and pesticide handling by the 

group administrator. Although the farmers use the service of CODAPEC in the 

application of pesticides on the farms.Bathing facilities available in the communities to enable the CODAPEC personnel 

changes and wash down after application of pesticides

60 of the farmers who employed workers had no female worker who was pregnant.

41 of the farmers had the land under cultivation purchased with proper documentation 

available. 23 of the farmers were using family land without litigation

Farming activities in the zones visited do not diminish the land or resource use right of 

the communities
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